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TRUE

CREATIVE CONSIDERATIONS

True's strategy is targeted towards all smokers of lo-fi/low tar
cigarettes who are considering switching to an ultra low tar
brand . It is based on the accepted consumer belief that "I'd
consider switching to an ultra low tar cigarette, if I could find
one that would give me some taste satisfaction ." The advertising
must convince the target to try True by communicating the key
thought that "True is the ultra low tar brand with the satisfying
taste you're looking for today ."

A) Competitive positioning . In essence, with all the brand
choices available, why would someone select True?

Note : True's competitive arena is two-fold : Foremost is to
attract smokers who now smoke higher tar brands such as
Marlboro, Marlboro Lights, Winston, Merit, etc . Once these
consumers make the "decision" to move down the "tar
spectrum" they have several choices : a line extension of
their current brand such as Winston Ultra, Merit Ultra or a
free standing brand . . . Now, Carlton or True .

The secondary competitive source for True are other ultra
low tar brands, Merit Ultra Lights, Vantage Ultra Lights,
Carlton, Now . Basically switching within the same taste and
tar perimeters .

B) TRUE STRENGTHS

(Areas that are unique or at least at parity are) :

Unique Filter
Satisfactory Taste
Easy Draw
Low tar and nicotine numbers
Good looking new package
Size (King & 100's) and Flavor (Regular and Menthol)
choices .

C) TRUE WEAKNESSES

Unique Filter
Less Taste (in strength and/or
one might be searching for .

Not the lowest in tar
Lots of previous trial

characteristics) than

http://legacy.library.ucsf.edu/tid/tzp84c00/pdf
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D. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS (Not Absolutes!)

Areas that would seem to be appropriate to consider in
aiding positioning and consumer trial interest are :

- Permission to smoke . (This has been used by Newport as a
secondary point for years in the line "If smoking isn't a
pleasure why bother" and recently by Benson & Hedges "For
people who like to smoke .")

- Use of people . To provide human element and taste
(product) satisfaction .

- Tonality more friendly and 7.ively than serious .

http://legacy.library.ucsf.edu/tid/tzp84c00/pdf


